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Label: P.Trash Records 
Katalog-Nr.: P. Trash 86 
Artist: PRIMITIVE HEARTS 
Titel: 4 Song Debut 
Format: 7” 
Files Under: Power Pop/ Pop Punk 
Price: Limd. 100 "P.Trash Regular" Version, 

black wax comes with neon pink / 
neon yellow deluxe silk-screened 
covers! 6,90 Euro 

 

 

 

 Limd. 100 P.Trash Club Version, 
black wax comes with deluxe silk-
screened covers, neon pink colour 
printed to metallic mirror silver 
paperboard! 10,50 Euro 

 
 
Yes After we released the debut full length “High & Tight”, we realised the bands self released 7" was nearing the end of 
its first pressing (limited to 300 copies on the bands own label No Rules!). This gem is what sucked us in to doing the LP 
in the first place and we wanted to make sure it continued to be available again. So we teamed up with FDH and 
Resurrection to reissue this cant miss 7". 
Here is nice little review of it: 
"The band spews out scuffed-up powerpop that has as much pent-up energy as GENTLEMAN JESSE. It comes less 
rootsy and more awkward, but if you can sit still through the self-titled "Primitive Heart", we doubt you´d pass an 
empathy test. One of the of the scrappiest love songs of the year, it´s vulnerable without being sappy. The hook is ample, 
but the verse is what gets stuck in your head, swirling around uplifting major chords that shake you into submission. It 
feels like a sucker-punch before "Believe Me", which bellows with enough background "oooh-ooooos...." to make 
Shannon Shaw blush. "Killing Time" hits a mid-tempo stride with a dirty lick and sing-along vocals before venturing 
into the minute long FLAMIN´GROOVIIES stomp of "Breakdown". It could be the production by Elvis Christ, but the 
EP is saturated in the same ball-in-hand catchiness as NOBUNNY'S "First Blood". Sure, it´s lacking the signature mania, 
but PRIMITIVE HEARTS display an overall simplicity that´s done to perfection."- Zach Stephenson/ Get Bent (No 
Rules Records) 
 
 

Tracklist: Links: 
  
Primitive Heart MP3 songs: 
Believe Me www.ptrashrecords.com/mp3/primitive-hearts-7inch-mix.mp3 
Killin’Time Artwork: 
Breakdown www.ptrashrecords.de/pictures/pt-86.jpg 
 Artist: 
 http://primitivehearts.bandcamp.com/ 
 Label: 
 www.ptrashrecords.com 

 


